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Thank you, for purchasing a
SAFE CAMS dash camera.
Disclaimer
1.Please read the set up and usage instructions
carefully before operation.
2.You should not install this dash camera at a
place that would obstruct or reduce the driver’s
view. Make sure your usage of the device
complies with pertinent vehicle codes/laws in
your state in India.
3.You should post the required notices of
recordation to occupants inside the vehicle, if
voices or other information pertaining to invehicle activities will be recorded.
4.You should not change the dash camera’s
settings or mode of operation while the vehicle is
moving.
5.You should not leave the dash camera in a
visible spot when there is no one inside the
vehicle, to avoid attracting break-ins to steal the
unit or other property.
6.You should avoid extended exposure of the
dash camera to direct sunlight or extreme

temperatures (either high or low temperature)
which tends to degrade or damage the unit and
its normal functionality.
7.You should examine, check and verify the dash
camera, including the memory card, at least
every 3 months to ensure that the video reception
and recording are working properly. Verify that
the dash camera, visible lights and audible
sounds are working properly. Ensure that the
memory card is formatted every 6 weeks to
ensure it works properly. If there are signs of
non-operation or malfunction, you should
immediately seek to replace the product and
check to see if the product is covered under any
applicable warranty.
8.The dash camera unit may have additional
functionality, such as transmission and
recordation of audible or GPS signal or other
identification information. If you have any privacy
concerns about these functions, make sure to
follow the instructions to disable these functions.
9.You should use the dash camera unit in the
way it is intended. You should not use the dash
camera in a way that is illegal, or that tends to
physically damage the unit, or will cause danger
to the safe operation of the vehicle and its
occupants.

10.This device should not be adjusted by the
driver while driving as the device may become
dislodged in the event of an accident and could
become a danger to the passengers.
Note
1.This user manual will detail how to use the
dash camera. It’s operational and technical
specifications and precautions. Before use
please read this manual thoroughly and fully
understand it. Please keep this manual safe.
We hope our product will meet your needs and
give you long-term service.
2.The dash camera is not waterproof, please do
not keep it in damp or wet conditions as it will
impair its operation. Ensure that it is not exposed
to rainwater.
3.Do not try to open the shell of the device or try
and repair the device or its accessories by
yourself. Please contact SAFE CAMS so that a
professional person can repair the device.
4.Do not use any chemical substance or cleaner
solvent to clean the device. Please use a moist
soft cloth to clean.
5. Please do not use this device in extremely
dusty conditions, as it will affect the video quality.

6.Please protect the environment, don’t discard
this machine randomly or throw it into a fire.
Recycle it if your state has an electronics waste
management system.
7.Please ensure that the lens is kept clean with a
moist soft cloth to ensure you get the best video
footage from your dash camera.
Tips
1.Please avoid high temperatures and direct sun
exposure.
2.Please use original accessories.
3.Do not disassemble the product.
Product Structure

Product Installation Guide
1.Turn off the vehicle engine.
2.Insert the SD card into the card slot.
ATTENTION Please use a high-speed SD card
(Class 10 or above), capacity is not less that
8GB. Max Capacity will be based on the model
you have purchased, please check the
specifications section of the manual. Please
format the card with the dash camera from the
settings section.
3.Fix the dash camera on to the windscreen of
your vehicle.
4.Connect the hardwire kit to the correct power
supply via the fuse tap.
Yellow Wire – B+ to the positive battery power
supply (constant power)
Red Wire – ACC (power supply when the ignition
is turned on)
Black Wire – GND to ground terminal in the
vehicle. This could be a bolt/screw that
is attached to the vehicles metal body.
AV cable – that is the video AV output from the
device so it can be connected to an AV
input device to show the camera’s
video footage.

5.Ensure that the power cable is neatly tucked
into the roof of the car, along the rubber tubing
along the side of the door and under the lower
part of the dashboard to the fuse box. This will
ensure that there are no loose wires in the
vehicle from the dash camera to the power
supply.
6.Pay attention to the direction of the wiring when
installing the rear camera. The wiring can be
concealed in the roof or rubber tubing of the
vehicle. Affix the rear camera to the rear
windscreen or just beneath the boot lid
depending on your vehicle type. The rear
camera is connected via the AV-IN cable to the
main unit. There is no need to connect the red
reversing wire on a no screen dash camera.

7.Adjust the lens position to ensure that the
camera covers the entire view from the rear and
front of the vehicle. Also ensure that the camera
is not recording too much of the vehicle’s bonnet.
8.Once all the wires are connected, switch the
vehicle on, the dash camera will start
automatically, with a red/blue light blinking on the
device.
Installation Precautions
1.Before installation, please check that you have
all accessories and that they are correct and
complete.
2.During installation please do not turn your
vehicle on until you are sure all the wires have
been connected as directed. Also do not pull out
any dash camera accessories while the device is
in the Power ON status. This includes rear
camera, SIM card, SD card and GPS antenna.
3.When the vehicle is turned on, the dash
camera will automatically turn on. Please check
whether the function of the power on/off, the front
and rear camera displays are working. (You will
have to check this via the mobile app if the
camera does not have a screen)
4.When the device is in use and the power is on,
it is forbidden and dangerous to pull or insert the

rear camera plug, GPS antenna or SD card. This
action can cause serious harm to the device and
cause the video files to become corrupt.
5.To view the video footage from the physical SD
card (if the device has WIFI, then you can
connect to it via WIFI to access the video
footage), turn the device off, and then only
remove the SD card. You can then insert the SD
card into your computer so that you can view the
recorded footage.
6.You must use a Class 10 or higher speed SD
card with the right memory capacity. Lower than
Class 10 will cause problems like video stutter,
black screen or your video footage not being
recorded at all.
7.Please use the mobile application recommend
by SAFE CAMS to connect to our dash camera
via WIFI.
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Chipset: Novatek
Sensor: Sony Low Light sensor on both
front and rear cameras
Lens: 1700 wide angle lens on both front and
rear cameras
Video Resolution: Full HD 1080p @ 30fps
Photo Resolution: 12MP
WIFI: supported via Android and Apple apps
Loop recording
Video encoding: H.264
G-Sensor
Built in Microphone
Parking Guard support with Hardwire Kit
Wide Dynamic Range for great night
footage
Super capacitor
Max SD card 128GB
Operating Temperature: -200C ~ +600C
Storage Temperature: -300C ~ +700C
Accessories: Hardwire Kit, Rear Camera,
Front Camera

WIFI APP
1.Please download the application for Android or
Apple using the QR codes below:

ANDROID

IOS

2.Turn on your dash camera, you will see blue
and red light flashing on the power side of the
device.
3.Open the mobile application.
4.You will be redirected to WIFI section of your
phone.
5.Look for Dash camera WIFI name, enter
password and connect. WIFI name will be
FirstsceneY3S-XXXX. The password is
12345678.
6.After successful connection you can see dash
camera view through the mobile app.
7.On first connection, please go to settings and
format the SD card.
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